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Abstract

The recently proposed Prêt à Voter election scheme uses
decryption mixes to achieve anonymity of votes and ver-
ifiability of an election while requiring minimal trust in
the component of the election system that performs these
mixes. However, this scheme still requires trust in several
human and machine components; these requirements make
the scheme impractical for use in remote voting. To adapt
the scheme for remote voting, new protocols are proposed
that preserve anonymity and verifiability and additionally
achieve coercion resistance. The scheme is also extended to
allow Condorcet voting methods. An implementation is in
progress using Jif, a security-typed language.

1 Introduction
Many recent electronic voting protocols have focused on
increasing voters’ trust in both the integrity of the elec-
tion results and the confidentiality of the votes that are
cast. Protecting these properties is difficult, in part because
a voter’s vote may be coerced or bought. Voting proto-
cols that protect against coercion are variously calledun-
coercible, coercion-resistant, andreceipt-free. Recent pro-
tocols use mix networks and homomorphic encryption to
decrypt and anonymize votes. Unfortunately, such schemes
are either expensive [5] or require physical assumptions [8].

In contrast, the recentPrêt à Voter (PAV) scheme [1]
uses adecryption mixto decrypt and anonymize votes. The
decryption mix is cheap to implement and uses standard
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public key cryptography rather than more exotic homomor-
phic schemes. While PAV aims to achieve “minimal de-
pendence. . . [on] the correct behaviour of components of the
voting system,” it nonetheless assumes that the authentica-
tion of voters and the casting of votes takes place in a con-
trolled physical environment where (at least some) trust can
be placed in the election officials, the voting booth, and the
voting machine. These assumptions make the scheme dif-
ficult to use forremote voting, in which votes are cast in
uncontrolled environments (perhaps over the Internet). For
brevity, a summary of PAV is elided here.

This paper presents an extension of PAV intended to
make the scheme suitable for remote voting, while preserv-
ing verifiability, efficiency, and anonymity (that is, the con-
fidentiality of the map between voters and votes). This ex-
tension also attempts to strengthen significantly the coer-
cion resistance of PAV. The new key ideas are the judicious
application of homomorphic encryption and the use of de-
cryption mixes for authentication. Our extension requires
an anonymous channel and withstands the arbitrary failure
of f out of 2f + 1 tellers in the voting system. Coercion
(and violation of anonymity) may become possible when
more thanf tellers fail, but (as in PAV) tellers have a neg-
ligible chance of successfully cheating. We also require a
trusted registrar to authorize voters. Proofs that the exten-
sion achieves these properties are in progress.

We are also interested in Condorcet voting methods [3],
which permit voters to rank the available candidates yet are
resistant to strategic voting. This paper demonstrates how to
implement such methods without introducing a covert chan-
nel that could be used for coercion.

2 Condorcet ballots
In a Condorcet election method, each voter submits an or-
dering of all the candidates from most preferred to least
preferred. Condorcet methods are attractive for two rea-
sons. First, voters can express more information about their
preferences, a feature shared with other ranked-ballot vot-
ing methods such as the widely used Single Transferable
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Vote (STV) method developed by Hare in 1862. Second,
Condorcet methods enforce (when possible) the fundamen-
tal democratic principle of majority rule: a candidate who
would defeat every other candidate in a one-on-one elec-
tion is declared theCondorcet winner. This criterion was
defined by Condorcet in 1785.

An election can fail to have a Condorcet winner; this
possibility has caused social choice theorists, starting with
Condorcet himself, to generate a substantial literature ex-
ploring variouscompletion algorithms. In practice, the con-
cern about completion seems to be excessive. Users of an
online Condorcet voting service that we implemented [7]
ran 99 elections with at least 10 voters. Of these, 95 needed
no completion algorithm. Other, smaller studies [9] have
seen similar results.

No electronic voting schemes of which we are aware
have considered coercion-resistant implementation of a
Condorcet method. Current schemes support ballot forms
with yes/no questions and choices ofk out of n. A dif-
ficulty with ranked ballots is that they introduce a covert
channel: voters can encode information into their vote by
changing lower-order preferences. For example, if there are
twenty candidates, a voter’s lowest ten preferences probably
will not influence the outcome of the election, so at least10!
distinct values can be covertly encoded into the vote. Since
PAV publicly posts votes, voters can be coerced into encod-
ing their identity into their votes.

Rather than representing the candidate ranking with a
single ballot, we propose to encode it intoC2 ballots, where
C is the number of candidates. Each ballot is a yes/no
choice between two candidatesi and j; a “yes” choice
means the voter prefers candidatei to candidatej. Each
ballot has its own onion, denotedonion(〈i, j〉). To for-
malize the construction of onions, let each telleri have two
asymmetric key pairsA andB, denoted(ki,A, Ki,A) and
(ki,B , Ki,B), and let there beT tellers total. Letg denote
generation of a fresh nonce, preferably by a secure random
number generator; as in PAV, the size of the nonce is a secu-
rity parameter. Denote the encryption of valueD with key
K asE(D;K). An full onion with innermost layerD is
denoted byonion(D); an onion withi layers is denoted by
onioni(D):

onion(D) = onionT (D)
onion0(D) = D
onioni(D) = E(E(onioni−1(D), gA;Ki,A), gB ;Ki,B)

The voter is given a set ofC2 ballots, one for each pos-
sible〈i, j〉 pair. As in PAV, it is necessary to audit by using
the tellers in an oracle mode to perform random checks to
ensure that ballot sets are well-formed (i.e., each onion is
correctly constructed and the set contains all possible〈i, j〉
pairs); checked ballots must also be discarded. The voter
submits theC2 onions, along with the yes/no choices, in a

random permutation. After all submissions from all voters
have been received, the decryption mix is then performed
as in PAV.1 Thus, in the first column of the decryption mix,
no coercer should be able to determine the voter’s prefer-
ences. And in the last column of the decryption mix, each
of the voter’sC2 yes/no choices has been anonymized, so
the coercer should not be able to determine anything about
the voter’s low-order preferences.

The C2 submissions from all voters can be totaled to
construct aC×C matrix in which cell(i, j) represents how
many voters prefer candidatei to j. The Condorcet com-
pletion algorithms in widest use aresummable: they decide
the winner using only this matrix. Because summable Con-
dorcet methods do not need to see all the preferences of a
voter at one time, they have a fundamental coercion resis-
tance that other ranked-ballot methods (such as STV) lack.

3 Voter authentication
It is impossible to achieve perfect resistance to coercion in
the context of remote voting because a sufficiently powerful
coercer can physically restrain a voter from participating in
the election. Thus, we settle forcoercion resistance[5] and
assume a threat model in which the coercer does not have
(continual) physical control over the voter.2 The coercer
may demand any secrets known to the voter, try to vote on
behalf of the voter, demand that the voter abstain, or de-
mand that the voter cast any arbitrary vote. In addition, the
voter may actually want to capitulate to the coercer if the
voter is trying to sell his vote.

PAV leaves the methods of authorization and authenti-
cation unspecified; here, we assume that voters are issued
capabilities, which allow them to authenticate and vote, by
a registrar. Since the coercer is allowed to demand secrets
of the voter, he may demand the voter’s capability, which
he can then use to vote on behalf of the voter. Thus it is
essential that voters be able to lie convincingly about their
capabilities. The key idea behind our solution is therefore to
allow the voter to choose any random value (of the appro-
priate length) and present it to the coercer as a capability;
this idea was first used in [5]. The coercer will be unable
to distinguish it from a valid capability, but ultimately any
vote cast with the fake capability will be discarded from the
final tally.

Let voter capabilities be constructed like onions. Sup-
pose that the voting system (that is, the collection of tellers)
has an asymmetric key pair(kVS , KVS ) where private key

1We omit PAV’s transformation of the choices by a cyclic ordering be-
cause it seems unnecessary: the single bit in the choice is insufficient to
allow it to be traced through the mix. Thus, the choices are unchanged in
each column of the mix.

2We are adhering to the spirit of coercion resistance as defined in [5]
but not the letter of it. In particular, we do not use the formalization in
terms of probability distributions.
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kVS has been split in a threshold scheme among all the
tellers. Denote the digital signature ofD with k asS(D; k).
And let a voter capabilityvc be of the form:

vc = onion(S(valid, g; kVS ))

wherevalid is a string indicating that the capability is valid.
The digital signature functions as a proof of the validity of
the capability.

To vote, the voter obtains a set ofC2 ballots via the pro-
tocols in Section 4, and a set ofC2 capabilities from the
registrar. Avoteon a ballot with oniono = onion(〈i, j〉) is
a triple 〈vc, o, c〉, wherec is the voter’s choice (yes or no)
on 〈i, j〉, andvc is one of the voter’s capabilities. To cast a
vote, the voter sends it to the voting system:

Voter → System : 〈vc, o, c〉

The voter castsC2 such votes. Note that the system
makes no attempt to discern whethervc is a valid capabil-
ity. Instead the tellers, in the tallying phase, send〈vc, o, v〉
through the decryption mix (in PAV, they would have sent
〈o, v〉). At the end of the mix, they are left with:

〈S(valid, g; kVS ), 〈i, j〉, c〉

The tellers then discard any votes with invalid signatures
and proceed with the tallying.

It is now easy for voters to fake capabilities. A voter can
pick any random string (of the appropriate length) as fake
voter capabilityfvc. The voter can submit the vote that the
coercer wants, underfvc, or presentfvc to the coercer and
let the coercer submit the vote. Either way, this innermost
layer of this capability will, with high probability, be de-
tected as invalid in the final column of the tally—at which
point the vote has been anonymized. Thus the coercer is un-
able to detect whetherfvc was fake or valid, beyond what
can be inferred from the final tally.

If any votes contain duplicate voter capabilities, it is un-
safe to allow them to proceed through the decryption mix.
Otherwise, coercers could submit duplicate votes to deter-
mine whether a voter capability is valid or coerce voters
into submitting all their ballots under the same voter key.
Duplicate onions present similar difficulties. Thus, we re-
strict the first column of the mix to votes whose capabilities
and onions are unique. This introduces the possibility that
a malicious component of the voting system could attempt
to eliminate votes by submitting duplicates. It is possible to
defend against this by requiring certain cryptographic com-
mitments from the system, but we omit full details here due
to space.

A problem with this scheme is that the voter must trust
the registrar who createdvc to construct a valid capabil-
ity and to forget the voter’s association with the capability.
Eliminating this trust is a topic of current research.

1. Teller → Server: 〈ec ∗ pT , ebT , oT 〉 where:

• ec = E(i, j;KVS ) is the encrypted candidate

• pT is a blinding factor created byTeller

• ebT = E(pT ;KVS )

• oT = onion1(〈i, j〉) is Teller’s part of the onion

2. Server: Ballot is: 〈ec ∗ pT ∗ pS , ebT ∗ ebS , o〉 where:

• pS is Server’s blinding factor

• ebS = E(pS ;KVS )

• ebT ∗ ebS = E(pT ∗ pS ;KVS )

• o = onion(〈i, j〉) is the full onion

Figure 1. Ballot creation

Finally, note that the voter must submit his votes over
an anonymous channel. Otherwise, the coercer could detect
the voter submitting votes under multiple capabilities.

4 Ballot handling
Confidentiality of a vote in PAV critically depends on con-
fidentiality of the ballot given to the voter: any agent who
observes the voter’s ballot, with the plaintext candidate or-
dering and corresponding onions, can determine the voter’s
vote using the first column of the decryption mix. To
achieve ballot confidentiality, PAV assumes that a trusted
component of the system, perhaps election officials at a
polling place, gives a random ballot to the voter without
observing the ballot in the process. Also, PAV assumes that
the voter is unable to show this ballot to any other agent be-
cause of isolation in a voting booth, and that the plaintext
candidate ordering is destroyed when the voter has cast his
vote because of a shredder in the voting machine. In the
context of remote voting, these assumptions are unreason-
able. We propose the protocols in Figures 1 and 2 to remove
the assumptions using cryptography. For simplicity, we as-
sume only two tellers, denotedTeller andServer.

The ballot creation protocol in Figure 1 creates a single
ballot for candidate pair〈i, j〉. It attempts to ensure that no
teller ever learns the mapping from plaintext candidate pair
to the onion that encodes the pair, thereby eliminating any
necessary trust in the election officials who store the ballots.
The protocol uses blinding factors to obscure the plaintext
pair. We now assume that(kVS ,KVS ) is an ElGamal key
pair, and∗ is multiplication in the ElGamal field.

The ballot distribution protocol in Figure 2 is used to give
a single ballot for candidate pair〈i, j〉 to the voter; at the end
of the protocol, the voter has learned thato encodes〈i, j〉,
but at no point do any of the tellers learn this fact. The pro-
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1. Voter → Server: Ksess , where(ksess ,Ksess) an El-
Gamal session key pair created by the voter.

2. Server: Pick a ballotb = 〈ec ∗ pT ∗ pS , ebT ∗ ebS , o〉.

3. Server and Teller: b′ = Reencrypt(b, Ksess) =
〈E(i, j;Ksess) ∗ pT ∗ pS , E(pT ∗ pS ;Ksess), o〉.

4. Server → Voter: b′,DS(b′)

5. Voter:

(a) DecryptE(pT ∗ pS ;Ksess).
(b) UnblindE(i, j;Ksess) ∗ pT ∗ pS .

(c) DecryptE(i, j;Ksess).

Figure 2. Ballot distribution

tocol is runC2 times to obtain all possible candidate pairs;
this must be audited as discussed in Section 2. The proto-
col attempts to eliminate the remaining trust in the election
officials, voting booth, and shredder.Reencrypt denotes the
distributed reencryption protocol of [11]. As used here, this
protocol reencryptsb under the keyKsess such that at no
time is the plaintext pair〈i, j〉 of b available. This should
eliminate any necessary trust in the election officials who
hand a ballot to the voter.DS denotes the designated signa-
ture scheme of [4]. The designation of the signature onb′ to
Voter ensures that no agent other thanVoter can trust that
b′ truly is Voter’s ballot. This should eliminate any need for
a voting booth or shredder. Distribution requires an anony-
mous channel to prevent coercers from learning that a voter
has requested more than one set of ballots.

The reencryption protocol used here requires3f + 1
servers, wheref is the number allowed to fail. We can
reduce this to2f + 1 by assuming a synchronous system.
Regardless, this changes the failure model for anonymity.
Whereas PAV requires voters to trust only one out of any
number of tellers to preserve anonymity, now voters must
trust one out of2f + 1 tellers. However, the failure model
for verification remains the same as PAV.

5 Conclusion
This paper has described an extension to thePrêt à Voter
voting scheme. The need for trust in several components
of the system has been eliminated through new crypto-
graphic protocols. Coercion resistance has been added to
the scheme, and the implementation of Condorcet voting
methods has been enabled. Proofs that the extension satis-
fies these claims are in progress; we are interested in achiev-
ing automated verification of the protocols.

We have implemented a prototype voting system called

CIVS, with strictly weaker security guarantees than the sys-
tem described in this paper, and made it available as an on-
line service [7]. We are currently implementing a new vot-
ing system based on the protocols described. We are using
Jif [6], a security-typed language that provides additional
assurance by checking that information flows in the system
respect declared confidentiality and integrity policies. How
well Jif’s policy language can capture the requirements of a
voting system is ongoing work that has already resulted in
the discovery ofinformation erasure policies[2].

Improving the protocols described here is also a current
topic of investigation. It would be useful to eliminate the
need for2f +1 servers, imposed by the reencryption proto-
col. Also, eliminating the need for voters to trust a registrar
is very important. A possible solution is a distributed con-
struction of capabilities using entropy from all the tellers.
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